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A unitary approximant for a bounded linear operator T on a separable Hilbert 
space JE” is a unitary operator on X of minimum distance from 7’. In this paper, 
unitary approximants for certain Fredholm and semi-Fredholm operators of non- 
zero index are explictly constructed. This completes the answer to the question: 
which Hilbert space operators have a unitary approximant? The answer is: any 
operator of index zero, and any operator of nonzero index whose distance from the 
unitary group is greater than one, and no others. This and related questions are 
also completely answered in an arbitrary von Neumann algebra. For each element 
of the algebra, the distance to the invertible group and to the unitary group of the 
algebra is computed: these distances are related. It is shown that an element has no 
unitary approximant in the algebra if and only if it has nonzero (relative) index and 
it is a limit of invertibles in the algebra. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, and T a boun- 
ded linear operator on X. A unitary approximant for T is a unitary 
operator on 2 of minimum.distance from T. In this paper we explicitly 
construct unitary approximants for certain Fredholm and semi-Fredholm 
operators of nonzero index. This completes the answer to the question 
addressed by Donald D. Rogers [ 141: which Hilbert space operators have 
a unitary approximant? The answer is: any operator of index zero, and any 
operator of nonzero index whose distance from the unitary group is greater 
than one, and no others. 
This and related questions are also completely answered for von 
Neumann algebras. Let d be a von Neumann algebra, Y the group of 
invertible elements of d, and S2 the group of unitary elements. For each 
element A in ZXZ’, we compute the distance from A to ‘9 and the distance 
from A to $2. The distance to 9 and the distance to @ are related; this 
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relationship depends on whether the element A has zero or nonzero index. 
We also determine exactly which elements A have a unitary approximant 
in d, that is, an element of 9 of minimum distance from A. An element A 
has no unitary approximant in d if and only if the index of A (relative to 
&) is nonzero and A is in the closure of 9. 
Proving these results for von Neumann algebras requires an analog of 
the index of an operator as developed in [ 123. Let d denote the center of 
the algebra d and B the maximal ideal space of 3’. For each A in d, we 
construct the index function i(A) on Q, and the real parameter M(A). The 
continuous function i(A) measures the index of A at each t in 0. Another 
continuous function p(A) measures an essential lower bound of A at each t 
in 52. A sample result in the (most interesting) case where i(A) < 0 on a 
dense subset of Q is 
dist(A, Y) = M(A) = sup p(A)(t). 
Also in this case (assuming [[All < l), 
dist(A, %) = 1 + CI( A), 
and A has a unitary approximant relative to d precisely when a(A) > 0, 
that is, when A is not a limit of invertible elements of d or equivalently, 
when dist(A, %) > 1. 
This research addressed one case of the problem of normal spectral 
approximation set forth by P. R. Halmos [lo] for the algebra g(s) of 
bounded linear operators on 2”. Unitary approximation of Hilbert space 
operators has been studied in [6; 9, p. 72; 14; and 17). Our research was 
inspired by the work of Donald D. Rogers in [14]. Rogers computed the 
distance from an arbitrary A in %?(%) to the unitary group and sought to 
characterize those operators which have a unitary approximant in g(X). 
He found necessary conditions on the operators and showed in some cases 
these are sufficient. We show here his conditions are necessary and 
sufficient (as discussed in the first paragraph above). Our method of proof 
is a refinement of Rogers’, and we use his crucial lemma [14, Lemma 1.51. 
Unitary approximation has also been studied in relation to quantum 
chemistry. A set of vectors is chosen for molecular orbital calculation, and 
is then replaced by an orthonormal set for computational reasons. The 
wish to have this replacement be a perturbation of minimum energy gives 
rise to a problem of unitary approximation of n x n matrices in the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm. For these and related results, including some in 
infinite-dimensional spaces and some using the Schatten p-norms, see 
[l-3, 83. Our results on approximation by invertible elements of a von 
Neumann algebra generalize the work of J. Feldman and R. V. Kadison 
in [7]. 
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An application of the results in this paper is given in [ 131, where it is 
determined precisely how an element of the unit ball in a von Neumann 
algebra d can be written as a convex combination of unitaries in d. 
In Section 1 we finish the solution to the problem of unitary 
approximation in B(s) with the construction of a certain unitary 
approximant. In Section 2 we discuss approximation by invertible elements 
in a von Neumann algebra d and compute the distance U(A) from any 
element A to the invertible group 9. In Section 3 we define the index 
function i(A) and summarize other needed definitions and results from 
[12]. This allows us to relate a(A) to the essential lower bound p(A). In 
Section 3 we also compute the distance from any element A of d to the 
unitary group % of d. In Section 4 we establish necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a unitary approximant for an element of d, 
by construction of the desired approximant when it exists. Notation 
and definitions are given at the beginning of each section, and in the 
introduction above. For general facts about von Neumann algebras, see 
[S, 11, 151. 
The author thanks William R. Zame and Jon Kraus for numerous 
helpful discussions during the course of this research. 
1. UNITARY APPROXIMATION IN g(X): 
A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR 
THE EXISTENCE OF A UNITARY APPROXIMANT 
In this section we construct a unitary approximant for certain Fredholm 
and semi-Fredholm operators of nonzero index. This finishes the solution 
of the problem addressed by Donald D. Rogers in [14]: to determine 
which bounded linear operators T on a separable Hilbert space 2 have a 
unitary approximant. We also summarize the cases of this problem solved 
by Rogers and state his result giving the distance from any operator T to 
the unitary group on X. 
The following notation will be used (see also notation given in the 
Introduction). For an operator T in the algebra B(X) of bounded linear 
operators, let a(T) be the spectrum of T. Let rc: 99(X’) + B(X)/X(X’) be 
the canonical *-homomorphism to the Calkin algebra, the quotient by the 
ideal of compact operators. The spectrum of z(T) is o=(T), the essential 
spectrum of T. Following Rogers’ notation, the lower bound of T is 
m(T) = inf{ 11 Txll: XE %, llxll = l} = inf o(ITI). 
The essential lower bound of T is m,(T) = inf cr,( 1 TI ). The essential norm 
of T is lIn( T)ll. The range projection of an operator S is rp S, and the 
projection onto the kernel is ker S. The index of an operator T is 
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i(T) = dim ker T- dim ker T*, where, if both these dimensions are Kc,, we 
specify i(T) =O. The forward unilateral shift of multiplicity one with 
weights (a,, u2, . ..) is denoted by shift (a,, u2, . ..). In this section % denotes 
the group of unitary operators on 2. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Rogers [14]). For any operator T, 
(a) i(T) = 0 implies dist( T, 42) = max{ 11 TII - 1, 1 -m(T)} 
(b) i(T) < 0 implies dist( T, 42) = max{ 11 TII - 1, 1 + m,(T)} 
(c) i(T)>0 impZiesdist(T,%)=max{lITll-1, l+m,(T*)}. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Rogers [ 141). If the index of T is zero, then T = U( TI, 
for some unitary upproximunt U. 
Rogers also proved that if T is an operator of nonzero index, then a 
necessary condition for the existence of a unitary approximant for T is that 
dist(T, %) > 1. He showed this condition to be sufficient in special cases; if 
T has negative index, these cases are: 11 T/ - 1 > 1 + m,(T), or the dimen- 
sion of the spectral projection for ITI corresponding to the interval 
[0, m,(T)] is infinite, or m,(T) is a cluster point of eigenvalues of I TI. The 
proof is difficult in this latter case, and it is this argument that we adapt to 
get the result in the remaining case. 
THEOREM 1.3. An operator T with a nonzero index has a unitary 
upproximunt if and only if dist( T, 42) > 1. 
To prove this we require the following lemma and refer the reader to 
[14] for the proof. 
LEMMA 1.4 (Rogers). For any a > 0, there is a sequence {ak} of real 
numbers such that ak > a for all k and such that 
1) 1 + shift(a, , CQ, . ..)/I = 1 + a. 
Furthermore, if 0 < fik 6 elk, then 
Ill + shift(/?,, B2, . ..)I1 < 1 + ~1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Assume T has negative index (the result for 
positive index follows by taking adjoints). We also assume results of 
Rogers stated preceding Theorem 1.3: in particular, that dist( T, &) > 1 is 
necessary for a unitary approximant for T to exist, and that it is sufficient if 
m,(T) is an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity, or a cluster point of finite 
rank eigenvalues, or in case 11 TII - 1 > 1 + m,(T). We are now left with the 
following case: m,(T) is a cluster point (in particular, an infimum) of 
infinite multiplicity spectrum of 1 Tl (that is, there exists a disjoint sequence 
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of intervals (a,, 6,] such that 6, im,(T), and such that the spectral projec- 
tion for 1 TI associated with (a,, b,] is infinite-dimensional, for each n) and 
dist( r, %) = 1 + m,(T) > 1. 
We set a = m,( T) and construct a unitary operator U with 11 T- UII = 1 + ~1. 
Using Lemma 1.4, choose a sequence {elk} of positive numbers decreas- 
ing to a such that II 1 + shift(cx,, a2, . ..)[I = 1 + ~1. Let {vk}, vk L 0, be a 
sequence (of small error terms), the exact properties of vk to be determined. 
Choose a sequence of disjoint intervals (a + vk + 1, a + vk] decreasing to 
a. Since a is an infimum of infinite multiplicity spectrum of ) TI, these inter- 
vals can be chosen so that each spectral projection E(a + vk + 1, a + vk] for 
ITI has infinite rank, where E(A) is the spectral resolution of ITI. 
The index of T being negative ensures the existence of an isometry S with 
T= SI TI. Let Q = I- SS* = ker S*. Whether Q is finite or infinite, there is 
some projection Ek 6 E( a + vk + , , a + vk] with rank Ek = rank Q, each 
k> 1. 
Using the functional calculus for ITI, we see that on the range of the 
reducing projection E(a + vk+ , , a + vk], 
(a+vk+l )ZG I TI 6 (a + vk)z, 
SO that I( (1 Tl - al) Ekjl < vk, for each k. Since S is an isometry, the ranges 
Of sE(Cr+Vk+,, a+vk] and SE(a+vj+,, a + vi] are orthogonal for k # j; 
thus also SEk and SE, have orthogonal ranges. Let Fk denote the 
range projection for SEk (so Fk < F(a + vk+ 1, a + vk], k > 1, where F(A) is 
the spectral resolution . for I T* I. Let F. = Q. Set E = sup E,, 
F= sup Fk = rp SE, k 2 1. Since S is an isometry, rp[S(Z- E)] = rp S-F. 
Define a unitary operator U as follows: select a sequence of partial 
isometries vk such that 
V:V,=E,, VIV;=Q 
v;vk=Ek, vkv;=Fk-,, k=2,3 ,.... 
Let U be the strongly convergent sum, U= x V, + S(Z- E). Then U is 
unitary, for, the support of the partial isometry C Vk is E, and the range is 
Q + F, while the support of S(Z- E) is Z-E and the range is I- Q-F. It 
remains to show, for a sufficiently small choice of vk, that JIT- UIJ = 
1) U*T- III = 1 + a. 
We now factor U*T = U*S( TI, and decompose 3’P to obtain a matrix 
form for the operators U*S and I TI. Set 
E;=E(Ct+V,+,,a+V,]-E, 
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(so Ek + Ek reduces 1 TI ). And, set 
P=supE(cc+v,+,, a + vk] = E(a, a + v,]. 
k 
Then P reduces 1 TI and on the range of P we can write I TI as an operator 
matrix as shown in Fig. 1, where lj(lTI -al) Ekll 6 vk, so that IIMkII < vk 
and liNkI/ < vk9 each k. Note alSO that (a+v,+,) Z$;,<Rk< (Or+V,) Ek. 
Thus in particular for a 2 1 we have )I Rk - Ekll d a - 1 + vk < a, and for 
a < 1, we have II R, - E;II < 1, for a sufficiently small choice of vk. 
We now examine the isometry U*S on the range of P: 
=(C V,*Fj- 1) FkSEk 
E. @ E.. E) E3 0 
I L 
o+M 
1 
0 
0 
0 
a+M 2 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
a+M 3 0 
N1 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
-- 
N2 0 
0 
-- 
0 N3 0 
-- 
0 
0 
0 
-~ 
0 
* 
N3 
-__ 
0 
Rl 0 
____ 
0 R2 
-- 
0 0 
0 
0 
R3 
-- 
FIG. 1. The matrix for ITI acting on PX. 
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a partial isometry from Ek to E, + i and 
U*s&= c V;"+(Z-E)S* 
( 
=I VjYsz$+E; 
=I VT(Q+F)(Z-Q-F)SE;,+E;, 
=E;. 
Thus the range of P is invariant for U*S (and for U*T). Also, for a suitable 
choice of basis for the range of Ek, k = 2,3, . . . . U*S on the range of P is 
u*sp= 
We will now show that the range of I- P is also invariant for U*T, and 
that Il(U*T-Z)(Z-P)lj <l+cr.Since I-PGZ-E and FS=SE, then 
U*S(Z-P)=U*(Z-F-Q)S(Z-P)=(Z-E)S*S(Z-P)=Z-P. 
Thus P and I- P reduce U*S and also reduce U*T= U*SI TI. Further- 
more 
II(U*T-W-P)II = Il(u*slTI -N-Wll 
= ll(lTl -W-P)ll 
G II ITI -III, 
where )I 1 TI - Z/I < dist( T, %) = 1 + tl, by hypothesis. 
It remains to show 11 (U*T - I) PII d 1 + cc By multiplying the previously 
displayed matrices for U*SP and I TI P we see U*T- Z on range P is as 
shown in Fig. 2, where II Mkll < vk and llNkll 6 vk. We will show that 
11 (U* T- I) PII d 1 + c1 for a sufficiently small choice of { vk}. We resort to 
explicitly estimating this norm on a unit vector x in the range of P. Write 
x = C &e, + C pkeb for ek and e; unit vectors in Ek and Ei, respectively. 
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Group the nonorthogonal terms (looking across the rows of the matrix) to 
get 
+ f (OkI + VklfLI + l&c+ II + VklPkl I2 
k=l 
+ f (Inki vk+ bklP)*, 
k= 1 
using IINkii d vk, IIMkiI d vk, and II& - Ekll </?, where j = max(cl, 1). For 
simplicity, pass to I&[ = Ak and /,&I = ,&. Then 
II(U*T-z)xl12<~f+ f [(nk(a+vk)+Ak+1)2 
k=l 
+~L:V:+2~kVkAk(a+Vk)+2~kVk~k+,1 
+ f [‘%: +/@” + 2AkVkpkPl, 
k=l 
(U*T-1)P = 
@ 
f - 
E2 8 E3 @ 
-I 0 
-- 
o+M 1 -1 
-- 
0 a+M 
2 
-- 
0 0 
0 0 
-- 
0 0 
__- 
-1 0 
__- 
o+M 
3 
-1 
N1 0 0 0 
-- -- 
0 N2 0 0 
-- ~- 
0 0 N3 0 
-- ~- 
0 0 0 '. 
\ 
Ei 0 E; ~ E; 
0 0 0 
~-- 
* 
N1 0 0 
~-~ 
0 
* 
N2 0 
~-- 
0 
* 
0 N3 
0 
0 
0 
RI-I 0 0 
--- 
0 R2-I 0 
~-- 
0 0 R3-I 
~-- 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
FIG. 2. The matrix for U*T- I acting on P&‘. 
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and using 21~ < A2 + p2, 
<A:+ f [(~k(a+Vk)+jlk+,)2+~U:V: 
k=l 
+ Vk(U + vk)(J: + 11:) + v&L: + A:+ 1) 
+n:v:+~L:p2+Vk8(~:+~L:)l 
=G+ lf C(~k(a+Vk)+~k+1)2+vk~:+,+~L:B2 
k=l 
+ vkG(a + P + 2v,) + v,&(a + j3 + 2v, + l)] 
4+ f C(~k(a+V)+~k+l)*+Vk~:+l 
k=l 
for a sufficiently large constant K, 
k=l 
So now by choosing sufficiently small (vk}, we get that 
II(U*T-z)xll*<~:‘+ c (dkak+~k+I)2+p~(a+ l)2 
k=l 
= 
II 
(I+ shift(a,, a2, . . . ))~~kek~~2+)1(1 +a)~pke;~12 
<(l +a)2. 
The proof is complete. 
Remark 1.5. The analog for von Neumann algebras of Theorem 1.3 is 
Theorem 4.5. The proof of this analog requires extensive elaboration, both 
technical and substantive, of the proof of Theorem 1.3. In effect, we will 
reduce two constructions of unitary approximants in von Neumann 
algebras to the construction given above. 
To facilitate this reduction we wish to make an observation about the 
proof of Theorem 1.3. Notice that the choice of {vk j in the construction of 
the unitary depends only on c( and on {ak}, and furthermore, that if {vk} is 
any sequence that works, then termwise smaller sequence also works. 
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The following corollary also will be used in Section 4. 
COROLLARY 1.6. The sequence of operators {U,} converges strongly to 
U where 
U, = t V, + S(I- E) = UL,, 
k=l 
where the projections L, = C; = 1 Ek + (Z - E) converge strongly to I. Further- 
more 
2. APPROXIMATION BY INVERTIBLE ELEMENTS IN AVON NEUMANN ALGEBRA: 
THE DISTANCE TO THE INVERTIBLE GROUP 
Let A be an element of the von Neumann algebra d, 9 the center of d, 
and $2 the maximal ideal space of 8. Let N denote equivalence of projec- 
tions in d. We define a natural parameter M(A) which will be shown to be 
the distance, dist(il, %), from A to the invertible group B of d. A different 
parameter which measures this distance is determined in [12] (see 
Theorem 3.5 below). In Section 3, E(A) will be used in defining a measure 
of the distance from A to the unitary group of d. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For A in &. define 
cc(A) = inf{l: E(0, A] N F[O, ,I] >, 
where E(I), F(1) are the spectral resolutions for IAl and IA*], respectively. 
Note that E[O, A] N F[O, A] for any I >a(A); since E[E, A] N F[E, A] for 
any E > 0 by the polar decomposition. 
A few remarks may illuminate the meaning of a(A). If A is invertible, 
then it is easy to see that a(A) = 0: for, the polar decompositions A = U(Al 
and A* = U*(A*( are in &’ with the unitary U giving an equivalence 
between E(1) and F(1). In fact, the set of A in & with a(A) =0 consists 
precisely of the uniform closure of the invertible group 9, as shown by 
J. Feldman and R. V. Kadison in [7]. 
Which noninvertible A have a(A) = O? Can we express a(A) in terms of 
other parameters? For any A, the partial isometry in the polar decom- 
position makes E(0, b] equivalent to F(0, b] for all b. Thus if the kernel of 
A and the kernel of A* are equivalent in d (in other words, if the index of 
A in .B?’ is zero) then E[O, 61 N F[O, b] all b > 0, and cl(A) =O. Thus, in 
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particular, if d is a finite von Neumann algebra, then d is the uniform 
closure of ‘9 [7]. On the other hand, A may have nonzero index in ,rQ, but 
have cr(A) = 0. For example, if d = B(s), it is easy to compute CI( T) for 
any T in d. If the index of T is zero, t~( T) = 0. If the index of T is negative, 
a(T) equals the essential lower bound m,(T), and this is the distance from 
T to 9. Thus in particular, T with negative index is a limit of invertible 
operators if and only if there is an orthonormal sequence {e,} in 2 with 
Te, + 0, i.e., whenever T is not left-Fredholm. If T has positive index, 
a(T) =m,(T*). For a semifinite factor d of type II on a separable Hilbert 
space, the computation of a(A), A E d, is analogous. If ker A N ker A* then 
M(A) = 0. If ker A 5 ker A* and these are not equivalent, then a(A) is the 
minimum m,(A) of the spectrum of n( 1 Tj ) in the quotient d/X of d by 
the ideal X of relatively compact elements of d (the type II analog of the 
essential lower bound). If & is a von Neumann algebra with center 
2 = C(Q) and ker A 5 ker A* where these are not equivalent on any 
central summand of d, then a(A) is the maximum of a continuous 
function p(A) on 52, where p(A) measures an essential lower bound of A at 
each point of D (see Theorem 3.4). 
The much shortened proof of the next result was communicated to 
me by Mikael Rordam. He observes also that his proof holds in any 
C*-algebra of operators which contains the spectral resolutions for ITI 
and IT*l. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be an element of a von Neumann algebra d with 
spectral resolutions {E,} for IAl and {F,} for I A*l, respectively. Then 
dist(A, 9) = a(A) = inf{l: E[O, ,I.] N F[O, A]}. 
Proof. Denote E;, = E[O, A], FA = F[O, A]. We prove first that En N Fn 
implies dist(A, 8) < I, and then that dist(A, Y) < I implies EA N F1. 
Suppose V is a partial isometry in d with initial projection E, and final 
projection FA. Define, for E > 0, S, = A(Z- E,) + aI/. Then S, is invertible 
since A(Z- E,) maps (I- El) 2 one-to-one and onto (I- FJ X. Further- 
more 
IIA - $11 = IIAE, + &VII <I + E. 
We conclude dist(A, 9) < A. 
Assume now that dist(A, Y) < 1. For each T in d, set T,, = F,AEI, 
T,, = F,T(Z- E,), Tzl = (I- FI) TEA, and T,, = (I- F2) T(Z- E,) (that is, 
think of T as a 2 x 2 matrix). Choose D in d such that l\Dll < 2 and 
S = A + D is invertible. In particular, llD,,II < il. Observe that A,, = 
A(Z-E,) is invertible as a map from (I- En) si? onto I- Fi) st?, 
with inverse AG’ satisfying II A,‘[/ < A- ‘. Thus Szz = AZ2 + D,, = 
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A&Z+ A,‘&) is invertible (because IIA;‘&1/ < 1). Now, one easily sees 
that B = S1, - SizS,’ Sz, is invertible as a map from El&’ onto F,X, by 
computing with the 2 x 2 matrix representations for S and for S -l. This 
establishes the equivalence of El and F,, and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Zf A is an element in a uon Neumann algebra &, then 
the spectrum of A contains a disk about the origin of radius a(A). 
This corollary is amusing, since the number a(A) depends on equivalence 
in the algebra d, but the spectrum of A does not depend on d. 
Another corollary to Theorem 2.2 relates a(A) to the generalized essen- 
tial lower bound p(A). This uses the relative index i(A) and is stated as 
Theorem 3.4 below. 
3. THE DISTANCE TO THE UNITARY GROUP IN AVON NEUMANN ALGEBRA 
Let %?! denote the group of unitary elements in the von Neumann algebra 
d. We determine the distance from A to % for each A in d (dist(A, a’)). 
We will use a notion of index of A relative to d. If the index of A is zero, 
then dist(A, %) will be the same as the distance to the unitary group in 
a(#), where d c W(X). If the index of A is nonzero, the distance will be 
computed in terms of the parameter a(A) which gives the distance to the 
invertible group of &‘. The computation is analogous to that done in 
B(X), with a(A) playing the role of the essential lower bound m,(A). 
Notation introduced at the beginnings of Sections 1 and 2 will be used. 
For each projection E in d and each element A in d, the dimension, 
dim b, and the index, i(A), respectively, are defined to be continuous 
functions on the maximal ideal space Q of the center of & [ 12, 161. We 
restate their definitions here as their properties will be used extensively. 
First we define generalized dimension in d as given by J. Tomiyama in 
[16] and W. Wils in [18]. We largely quote from [12] where a detailed 
development is given in Section 5. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The set C,(Q) of continuous functions which is the 
range of the index map and the dimension map is defined as follows. The 
compact set D is partitioned into open and closed subsets Qj, j = I, II, III, 
which give the central decomposition of & into subalgebras of type 
I, II, III. Specify three sets: 
V-l={O}uNu{K: N an infinite cardinal, K < dim H}; 
Vi, = [0, co) u {K: N an infinite cardinal, N <dim 2}; 
v,,, = (0) u {N: K an infinite cardinal, K < dim X>. 
58018512.13 
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Give the sets - 5. u Vi (0 = - 0) the order topology, resulting in a compact 
space, for each j. Let C,(Q) be the set of continuous f such that 
f(Qj) E - Vi u Vi, for each j. 
Recall special properties of the perfect measure p on Sz which will be 
used. No open and closed set has measure zero, every measurable set is the 
symmetric difference of an open and closed set an a set of measure zero. 
The closure of any set of measure zero has measure zero. Thus a set has 
measure zero if and only if it is nowhere dense, and hence its complement 
contains a dense open subset of 52 [4]. A property that holds on a dense 
open subset of $2 will be said to hold almost everywhere (a.e.). 
In [ 161 Tomiyama established the existence of a finitely-additive relative 
dimension function defined on all the projections of d. His definition 
extends the usual dimension for finite projections. 
THEOREMS 3.2 (Tomiyama). Let d be a von Neumann algebra on a 
Hilbert space X. There exists a function dim called a dimension function 
mapping the projections in d to the nonnegative functions in C,(Q) with the 
following properties: 
(i) 0 < dim E < dimension of 2 for each projection E, and dim E = 0 
if and only if E = 0; 
(ii) dim E < dim F if and only if E 5 F; 
(iii) if E and F are mutually orthogonal projections then 
dim(E + F) = dim E + dim F; 
(iv) if P is a central projection then dim(PE) = P dim E. 
In [IS], W. Wils shows that an ideal in ZX? is characterized by its dimen- 
sion set dim .9 = {f: f = dim E, E a projection in Y}. For a properly 
infinite algebra, dim Y is an order ideal in dim d. In this case there is a 
lattice isomorphism between the lattice of closed two-sided ideals of d and 
the lattice of order’ ideals in dim d. Moreover, 9 =S@ii(E~d: 
dim EE dim Y}. An important example is the ideal X generated by the 
relatively finite projections in s@‘. Here, dim X = {f E C,(Q): If I < NO a.e.} 
[ 16; 12, 5.83. Finally we define relative index as was done in [ 121. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Define the index map i: d + C,(Q) by 
i(A)=dimkerA-dimkerA*; 
this is a well-defined continuous function on the open set in 52 where 
dim ker A #dim ker A*. Extend it continuously to the (open) closure of 
this set, and define i(A) = 0 on the complement. 
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Before proceeding to compute dist(A, a), we state another corollary to 
Theorem 2.2. A nonnegative function p(A), continuous on s2, can be 
defined for any A in d as a generalization of the essential lower bound 
m,(T) for T in g(S’) (see [ 121). This function can be used to describe the 
distance from A to the invertible group of d: if i(A) < 0, then 
dist(A, 9) = a(A) = sup p(A)(t), 
1EX 
where X= {t E Q: i(A)(t) < O}. More generally, we have as a corollary to 
Theorem 2.2 and [ 12, Corollary 12.151, the following: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A in d have index i(A) # 0. Then 
dW4 ~)=HA)=sup {/.dA)(t),dA*)(t)), 
IEX 
where X= {tea: i(A)(t)#O}. 
In order to determine dist(A, a), observe first that (1 AI/ = sup{ llAx[l: 
/Ix(I = 1) and m(A)=inf{J(AxlJ: [(XII = l}, whereas IIUxll = 1 whenever 
I/XII = 1 for any unitary U. Thus it is clear that 
IIA - UII 2 max{ IlAll - 1, 1 -m(A)}. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Zf i(A) =O, then the partial isometry in the polar 
decomposition for A extends to a unitary approximant for A in &, and 
dist(A,@)=max{IIAII-1, l-m(A)). 
Proof: Since i(A) = 0, ker A N ker A* so for W* W = ker A, WW* = 
ker A*, and A = V( Al the polar decomposition, U = V+ W is the desired 
unitary and 
IIA-UII=IIIAI-1II=max(IIAII-1, l-m(A)} 
is obvious. 
The next two proofs use the characterization of a(A) as the distance from 
A to Y to mimic Roger’s proofs for the case &’ = S?(2). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Zf i(A) # 0, then dist(A, U) 2 1 + a(A). 
Proof: Assume that i(A) # 0. For any unitary U, i(U*A) # 0 [12, 
p. 231, so that one of the kernel of U*A or the cockernel of U*A is non- 
zero. Hence II U- AJI = II 1 - U*A(I 2 1. In particular, when a(A) = 0, this 
implies the desired result. 
S60/85/2-13' 
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Suppose now that a(A) > 0. For any unitary U, it is easy to see that 
c1( U*A) = a(A). Thus the spectrum of U*A contains a disc about the origin 
of radius a(A) by Corollary 2.3. Therefore (with r(B) denoting the spectral 
radius of B) 
][A - UII = II U*A -III > r( U*A -I) 2 1 + a(A), 
and the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let E(I) and F(J) be the spectral resolutions for IAl 
and ) A* 1, respectively. Zf for some I, E[O, A] N F[O, ,I] then there is a 
unitary U in d with 
(IU-AII<max(l+1,llAII-1). 
Proof Let A = VIAI be the polar decomposition and let E = E[O, 11 
and F= F[O, 11 in d. Observe that the following operators have identical 
ranges: A(Z- E), V(Z- E), and Z-F. Set U= W+ V(Z-E), where 
W* W= E and WW* = F. Then U is unitary in d and 
IIA - VI =max{ IIW - Wll, IIU-FM - WI-ENI}, 
where 
IIF(A-U)Ell=I(FAE- WII<IIFAEII+l<I+l 
and 
IIV- @(A - VU- E)ll 
= II&W’(I4 -W-U G II IAI -41, 
so the proposition follows. 
THEOREM 3.8. Zf i(A) #O, then 
dist(A, 49) = max{ /IAll - 1, 1 + a(A)}, 
where a(A) is the distance from A to the invertible group of d. 
Proof In view of the definition of a(A), and the observation preceding 
3.5, this follows immediately from 3.6 and 3.7. 
4. THE EXISTENCE OF UNITARY APPROXIMANTS IN A 
VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA 
Recall that an element A in the von Neumann algebra d is said to have 
a unitary approximant in & if there is some unitary U in the group 9 of 
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unitaries in d such that [IA - UII = dist(A, %!). If A has zero index in ,rQ, 
then by Proposition 3.5, A has a unitary approximant in d which is an 
extension of the partial isometry in the polar decomposition. An element A 
with nonzero index in d must be of distance at least one from 4?; we now 
show it will have a unitary approximant if and only if this distance is 
greater than one. In other words, by the results of the previous section, an 
A with nonzero index in d will have a unitary approximant in d precisely 
when A is not a limit of invertible elements of d. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf A has a nonzero index and dist(A, %!) = 1, then A has 
no unitary approximant. 
Proof: The ideas in this proof are from [14]. Observe that if (AI= l[All 
for any complex A, then the eigenspace for 1 must reduce A. Thus 
i(A - AZ) = 0. In particular, if U is a unitary with 1 = 11 U - AIJ = IIZ- U*All, 
then i((Z-U*A)-Z)=O. Thus i(U*A)=O and also i(A)=0 [12, p.231. 
The result follows. 
We say a set 9’ in d is proximinal in d if for every A in d there is some 
S in Y with [IA - SII = dist(A, 9). 
TEOREM 4.2. The unitary group of a von Neumann algebra is proximal 
if and only if the algebra is of finite type. 
ProoJ: For finite type d, each element A E d has equivalent kernel and 
cokernel, so i(A) = 0 (see remarks following 2.1). Thus by 3.5 each A has a 
unitary approximant. If A is not finite, pass to the nonzero properly infinite 
central summand. We construct an A in d with nonzero index and with 
dist(A, 9!!) = 1. The theorem then will follow by 4.1. 
There is a sequence of pair-wise orthogonal projections (E,} in d, E, N Z 
for each n, with C E, = Z. There are partial isometries { V,} in d with 
V,*V,=E,, VnV:=E,+,. The uniformly convergent sum A = (l/n) V, is a 
weighted shift in d with ker A = 0, ker A* = E,, /[All = 1, and i(A) #O. 
Furthermore, it is not hard to see that a(A) = 0: let E(1) and F(1) be spec- 
tral resolutions for JAI and [A*[. For any E > 0, E[O, E] = sup{E,: l/n < E), 
F[Q E] = sup{ E,: l/(n -t 1) d E}. Thus E[O, E] and F[O, E] are equivalent: 
each is equivalent to I. Therefore cl(A) = 0, and by 3.8, dist(A, %) = 1 so the 
proof is complete. 
Two preliminary results giving properties of the functions in C,(Q) will 
be needed. Special properties of the perfect measure p on Q to be used are 
discussed following Definition 3.1. The generalized dimension function dim 
is not normal, as shown in an example by Tomiyama [16]. However, dim 
does exhibit a useful and natural convergence-preserving property on 
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increasing sequences of projections. We thank William R. Zame for 
contributing the following argument. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let (E,} be an increasing sequence of projections with 
sup{ E,,} = E. Then {dim E,} converges to dim E on a dense open subset 
OfLit. 
Proof. We show that any nonempty open and closed U in Q contains 
an open I/ with dim E, 7 dim E on V. 
On the central summand of d where E is finite, the result follows by the 
normality of the finite dimension function [S]. On the remaining central 
summand, dim E B K,. 
By another central decomposition we can assume that dim E, < dim E 
a.e. for all n by arguing as follows: let Y,, be an open and closeds set such 
that on Y,, dim E, = dim E, and such that dim E, < dim E a.e. on Q\ Y,,. 
Then { Y,} is increasing. On the open and closed set Y = U Y, the 
proposition holds, and on Q\ Y, dim E, < dim E a.e. for all n. 
Let U be a nonempty open and closed set in Q, and set IX = min. dim E, 
so cr>N,. Then 
has open, nonempty intersection with U. Intersect this in turn with the 
dense open set on which dim E,, < dim E for all n, and then take some open 
and closed u’ in this intersection. Summarizing: we have on U’, dim E = a 
and dim E,, < a for all n. Let a,, = max.. dim E,, so a,, < a. Let P be the 
central projection with support u’. 
Consider first the possibility that sup a,, = cr < a. Then there is a pro- 
jection F in d with dim F = cr on u’, so PF 5 PE, and PF 4 PE. 
But dim PF 2 dim PE,, so PFk PE, for all n, and this implies 
PFZ sup PE, = PE [ 15, p. 3441, a contradiction. Thus we have that 
sup a, = a. 
Define a sequence of closed sets Z, by Z, = { t E u’: dim E,(t) < a,, Vj}. 
The interior of each Z, is empty: for otherwise there would be an open 
Vc U on which dim E, < a, < a for all j, leading to a contradiction as in 
the previous paragraph. Using the perfect measure on Q, we see that Z,, 
U Z,, and lJ Z, all have measure zero, so V\U Z, is open and dense in U 
and on this set dim E, converges pointwise to a = dim E. 
The next result is simply Dini’s theorem for the functions of C,(Q). 
h0P0sITI0~ 4.4. Suppose f, increases pointwise to f on some compact 
subset Xc Q where { f, } and f are in C,(Q). If g <f on X then there is some 
m such that f, > g on X for all n > m. 
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Proof Let X, = {t E X: fn(t) < g(t)}. Then X,, is closed for each n, {X,} 
is nested, and 0 X, = 0. Hence some X,, = 0. 
We wish now to show that if A has nonzero index and the distance from 
A to the unitaries of d is greater than 1, then a unitary approximant of A 
in d can be constructed. The basic outline of this proof follows the proof 
in case JJI =99(X), but difficulties occur because & is not a factor. Two 
constructions of a unitary approximant seem to be required: one 
corresponds to the case of the problem in 99(s) solved in Theorem 1.3, the 
other to the case solved by Rogers in [14, Theorem 1.4(iii)(c)]. We 
explicitly set up each of these constructions to the point where the 
remaining argument follows as in the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 4.5. Zf A has nonzero index and dist(A, S!) > 1, then A has a 
unitary approximant in d. 
ProofI We may assume without loss of generality that d is properly 
infinite. Set c1= a(A). 
Suppose first that dist(A, 92) = /A([ - 1 > 1 + ~1. Take any 2 > a with 
llA[l - 1 > 1 + I. By the definition of a, E[O, 21 N F[O, 21, so that 
Proposition 3.7 implies there is a U with (1 U - AlI < max( 1 + ,I, IJAIl - l), 
and the result follows. We can thereby assume dist(A, 92) = 1 + tl2 IIAII - 1. 
We may also assume, without loss of generality that i(A) < 0. Let E(1), 
F(1) be the spectral resolutions of 1 Al and IA*l, respectively. We reduce 
further to a summand where dim E[O, U] <dim F[O, cr] a.e.: for, there is a 
central decomposition into cases where dim E[O, a] < dim F[O, a] a.e., and 
dim E[O, 01 J = dim F[O, a]. In the latter summand the desired unitary can 
be obtained using Proposition 3.7. 
Following the proof of Theorem 1.3, let S be an isometry in d with 
A = SIAI, and let Q be the defect, Q =I- SS*. We continue to set this 
proof up as an analog to the proof of Theorem 1.3. We claim that 
Q 5 E(a, u + E) for all E > 0. (1) 
To see this, observe first that Q SF(O) 6 F[O, cr]. By the definition of tl, 
E[O, c1+ E] N F[O, u + E] for any E > 0, which gives rise to 
dim E[O, a] + dim E(cr, c1+ E] = dim F[O, a] + dim F(a, a + E]. 
NOW, for any spectral resolutions, E(a, a + E] N F(a, c( + E], and we are in a 
case where dim E[O, LX] < dim F[O, a] a.e. By cardinal arithmetic we can 
conclude that dim E(cr, u + E] is everywhere infinite (so E(a, c1 -f E] is 
properly infinite) and further that dim ,!?(a, CI + E] 2 dim F[O, a], The claim 
follows. 
Let { vk} be a sequence of positive numbers, converging monotonically 
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to 0: in fact, choose a sequence {vk} that works for the proof of 
Theorem 1.3 (see Remark 1.5). Set Gk = E(cr + vk + i, a + vk], k 2 1, so these 
are orthogonal spectral projections for IAl which sum to E(a, a + vl]. 
We will now obtain a central decomposition which will split the proof 
into two cases. It is possible to partition Sz with disjoint open and closed 
sets {X,}m and Y, 52 = U A’, u Y, such that on X,, 
dim c G, < dim Q a.e., for each n; 
m<j<n 
and such that, for almost all t in Y, we can find a sequence (mk}pC I 
(depending on t) such that 
dim 1 
( 
Gj 
1 
(t)adim Q(t), each k2 1, m,=O. (2) 
mk<j<mk+l 
This is done as follows: central decompositions give sequences of open 
and closed sets: {Z;} and { W;} where, 
on Zt, dim G, < dime a.e., 
on W:, dim G, 2 dim Q, z;u w:=a; 
using induction 
on Z;, dim f: Gj < dim Q 
j= 1 
a.e., 
on WY, dim f Gj>dim Q, z;u w;=z;-‘, n> 1. 
j=l 
Set Yl=U,21 W$ x1 =Q\Y,. 
Then X, has the desired property (and note that Xi = n, Z; except for a 
set of measure zero). 
Similarly define X2 c Yi so that 
on Zi c Y,, dim G2 < dim Q a.e., 
on W$, dim G2 2 dim Q, z;u w:= Y1; 
using induction 
on Z;, dim i Gj < dim Q a.e., 
j=2 
on W;, dim 2 Gj>,dim Q, zyu w;=z;-1, n > 2. 
j=2 
Set Y2=Una2 W;, X2 = Y,\Y, (so x2= nna2 zl; a.e.). 
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Then X, has the desired property. Continue by induction to define 
sequences of clopen sets {Xm}, { Y,}, with 52 = lJ;= I Xiv Y,, each m, and 
with X, having the desired property. Then 
a= (j x,u fi Y,, and set Y=S2\ G X,. 
??l=l m=l m=l 
Then Y has the desired property, for 
=n[-pE]-Qmw~] a.e. 
m , m / 
Using this partition a = lJ X, u Y, we can prove the theorem on the 
summands Y, Xi, X,, . . . . and then add the resulting unitaries. In fact we 
can assume that m = 1 on each X,: for, on X,,, we can renumber { Gk>~=,, 
to make it (G,),“=, by m+jt+j+ l,j=O, 1, . . . . We then renumber {vk}; 
the same way: we obtain (renumbered) Gk = E(a + vk + r, a + vk], 
k = 1, 2, . ..) where {vk} works for the proof of Theorem 1.3, and, X, 
becomes Xi for the renumbered Gk. Hence there remain two summands to 
consider: Sz = X, u Y. 
Consider first the case $2 = Y, so that for almost all t in Y there is some 
sequence {mk} for which (2) holds. Observe that if there were a single 
sequence {mk} which would work for almost all t in 52, then the proof 
could proceed exactly as for Theorem 1.3 (as would be the case if d were a 
factor). However, there are uncountably many possible sequences. To get 
around this, each V, as in the proof of Theorem 1.3 must be constructed as 
a strong limit. 
Since !Z = Y, we have Sz E n,,, ( lJn>,,, W>) a.e., or, equivalently, we can 
regard 
sz= u w;, a.e., each m, 
ns_m 
where Wm is open and closed, W’, n Wi = a, for j # k, and on W;, 
dim f Gi > dim Q. 
jam 
Let P; be the central projection with support W;, n 2 m, so for each m, 
C,“= m P; = I. Also P; Q 5 P; C; Gj. 
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Define a partial isometry VI as a strong limit, VI = C, a r Yr Py , and 
simultaneously define a projection E, with VT I/, = El, V, V: = Q, as 
follows: choose V, Pi in .G! such that 
(VIP:)* (vlP:)=PtE,, for some Pi El < Pi G, 
VIP#‘,Pf)*=P~Q. 
By induction select for each n, V, P; in d such that 
(VIP;)* V,P;=P;E,, for some PT El < P; i Gj 
V,P;( VIP;)* = P;Q. 
Note that the initial spaces of the { V, P;} are pairwise orthogonal since 
Win W’;=%, j#k. Set V1=Cn V,Pl. 
As the second step in an induction, we now define a partial isometry V2 
as a strong limit while simultaneously defining a projection E, with 
V,* V2 = E,, V, V: = SE, S* as follows: note that 
P: = 1 Pf P’;, Pi= 1 P:P;, 
nr2 lab3 
. . ..PY= c PYPZ,,, m = 1, 2, . . . . 
n>m+l 
By induction, for each m > 1, each n > m (a double induction; first for each 
fixed m, 16 m d M, an induction on n > m; and then an induction on M), 
choose a partial isometry V2 Py P; + , in JZ! such that 
for some P~P~+,E2~P~P~+1Ci”=,+1 G,, and 
(V2PyP;+,)* VzPyP;+, = PyP;+,SEIS*. 
The initial spaces of these partial isometries are pairwise orthogonal, Let 
V, be the strong limit as m, n -+ co of finite sums 
v,= c v*pl;p;+,. 
l<lH<H 
Let E, be the strong limit, E, = C, <,,, <n E, PYP;, r . Note that 
c IGm<npTP;+l=I~ 
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Continue by induction to define a sequence of partial isometries { Vk} 
and a sequence of projections {Ek} with 
I’$ Vk= Ek, k> 1, 
V, V: = Q, VkV;=SEk-,S* k> 1. 
That is, Vk E d will be a strong limit of finite sums: 
V,=limitC V,P~lP;:+,P;;+, . ..P.;-,+, 
mkZk 
1 <m,<m,< “. <mk, mo=o. 
To simplify, abbreviate these products of projections by P,,,,z,,..,mk and this 
strong limit of sums by 
vk = 1 vkp,,,tn, ,_._, rnk’ 
kth 
As above, to define Vk, use k-fold induction to choose partial isometries for 
each m,>k and 1<m,-cm,< ... <mkr 
such that 
VkPm,,m~ ,._., rnk in ~3, 
( Vk pm, 3 -e-T mk)* ( VkPml ,._., rnk) = pm, ,..., m$k? 
for SOme pm ,,..., J% d pm ,..... mk cZim, + I Gj, and 
( vkpm I,..., m,)(vkp, ,,..., mk)* = p, ,,..., ,,$Ek- 1 s*. 
Note for later that Ckth P,,,, *,.,., mk = I. 
Then let Vk be the strong limit of finite sums (and simultaneously define 
Ek as a strong limit), 
vk = c vkpm,,...,m,- 
kth 
Now define as a strong limit, E = Ck Ek, U = Ck Vk + S(Z- E). Then U 
is unitary, for C, Vk is a partial isometry with support E and range 
projection Q + SES*. 
We wish now to show I/A - UII < 1 + ~1. 
Observe that U is a strong limit of operators {U,} where 
u,= f v,+s(z-E)= UL,, 
k=l 
with projections L, = C; =, Ek + (I- E) converging strongly to I. In other 
words, 
> 
+ S(Z- E). 
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Furthermore Cnth f’, ,...., , ,. - -Z, as noted above. Thus to estimate the norm 
of (U - A) L,, it suffices to restrict to a central projection of the form 
P m I,..., m,=wp::+l -K_,+,. 
But on this central summand, U,, L, are constructed in relation to A in the 
same way that U,,, L, are related to T in Corollary 1.4 (except with the 
termwise not larger v,,, . . . . v,” in place of (vi, . . . . v,)). Thus on Pm ,,..,, m. a 
norm estimate for (U- A) L, holds, just as the estimate for (U- T) L, 
holds in Corollary 1.4; that is, 
IW-4LJm ,...., J Gl+a. 
Thus Il(U--A) L,ll < 1 +a. 
But (L,} converges strongly to Z, so (U- A) L, + U- A strongly, and 
11 U- A II < 1 + a. We may conclude that the theorem is proved in the case 
Q= Y. 
We now pass to the case where Sz = Xi, that is, where 
dimE(a+v,+,,a+v,]<dimQ a.e., (3) 
for all n. For the rest of the proof we will sometimes use the notation 
Gj=E(a+vj+l, a + vi] as is convenient. 
First we wish to show E(a, a + v,] N Q for all n. From (3), 
E(a+v,+,,a+v,]5Q for each n, so that [15, p.344) 
E(a, a + v,] 5 E(a, a + vl] = sup E(a + v,, a + vl] S Q. 
n 
In (1) we saw that Q 5 E(a, a + E] for all E > 0. We conclude 
Eta, a + v,l - Q, for all n. (4) 
The equivalence Q N E(a, a + v, ] = J$Y? 1 E(a + vi + , , a + Vi], defines an 
orthogonal direct sum decomposition of Q, 
Q= f Qjv Qj-E(a+vj+l,a+vjl, each j, 
j=l 
and from (3) we have 
dim 1 QjcdimQ a.e. each n. (5) 
j=l 
We wish to reduce to a case where there is a sequence {nk} such that 
Q,5E(a+v,,,a+v,,] 
QI + QZ 5 Eta + vn3, a + V,J 
(6) 
i QjSE(a+v,,+,,a+v,,], k>l 
j=I 
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so that in particular, for fixed j, 
Qj~E(a+vn~+~~a+vn~l, Vk> j. 
Let 9 be the collection of all orthogonal sets of central projections P 
such that (6) is satisfied on P for some sequence {nR}. Then by Zorn’s 
lemma, 9 contains a maximal element { Py } y E A. We claim the strong limit 
Cysn p,=z. 
Suppose that Z-C,,,, P, #O, and let Z be the open and closed set 
in fi supporting this projection. For each N, { E(a + v,, a + vN] },, is an 
increasing sequence of projections with supremum E(a, a + v,]. Using the 
version of norm,ality for dim obtained in Proposition 4.3 we have 
dim E(a + v,, a + vN] /*dim E(a, a + vN] a.e. for each N, (7) 
We can intersect the countable number of dense open sets where (3) and 
(7) hold an because B is hyperstonean this intersection will contain a dense 
open subset of 51. If we in turn intersect this set with Z, we can find some 
open and closed set Z, c Z such that at every point of Z,, (3) and (5) hold 
for every n, and the convergence in (7) holds for every N. Let PO be the 
central projection with support Z,; we can now show that P,E~‘, which 
will contradict the maximality of {P,},,, . 
ToseethatP,~~,notefirstthatP,Q,-P,E(a+v,,a+v,].Letn,=l 
and n, = 2. Suppose for induction that n i, . . . . it, are chosen so that 
k 
PO 1 Qj d PoEta + vnk+,, a + v,J, each k -cm (note m 2 2). 
j=l 
We know that at every point of Zo, by (3) and (5), 
dim f Qj < dim Q = dim E(a, a + v,,], 
j=l 
and by (7), dim E(a + v,, a + v,,] converges monotonically with n to 
dim E(a, a + v,+,,]. By Proposition 4.4, there is some n with 
m 
dim E(a + v,, a + v,,] > dim 1 Qj 
j= 1 
at every point of Z,; take n,, , to be this n. So we have 
PO f  Qj~PoE(a+vnm+,,a+vn,]. 
j=l 
By induction we get a sequence {nk} such that (6) is satisfied on PO. Thus 
PO E 9 thereby contradicting the maximality of { P,,}yc,, ; we conclude that 
EYE/l p,=z. 
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By a central decomposition, we can now pass to the case where (6) holds 
on all of 52 for some sequence {nk}. Thus we also have for each fixed j, 
QjS(a+v,,+,, ~+v,,l, Vk >j. 
For the remainder of the proof we will not need the particular fact that 
each Qi was chosen with Qj N E(a + vi + i , a + vj], so for simplicity, we can 
pass to the sequence { v,~}; that is, we now have 
Q= f Qjv dim i Qj<Q a.e. Vn, 
j=l j=l 
and for each fixed j, 
Qj~G,=E(a+v,+,,a+vk], Vk>j. 
We will now construct U. Partition the positive integers into a sequence 
of subsequences { Aj}j. It is perhaps easiest to make this choice explicit: 
A 1 = { 1, 3, 5, 7, . . . } 
AZ= (2,6, 10, 14, . ..} 
A, = (4, 12, 20, 28, . ..} 
Aj = {2’- I, 2’- l + 2j, . . . . 2j- ’ + k2’, . ..} 
Since Qj 5 G,, all n > j, we can choose partial isometrics V, in d and 
simultaneously choose projections E, in &’ so that 
V~V,=E,~G1 VI V=Q1 
V:V,=E,dG, V3V:=SE,S*=F’1 
V:V,=E,<G, V,V$=SE3S*=F, 
V;V2=E2<G2 Vz C = Qz 
V;V6=E6<G6 V,V,*=SE,S*=F, 
VTo Vu, = Em G G,, V,, Vf,, = SE, S* = Fe, 
and continue by induction to exhaust the sets {G,} and {Q,}. 
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Define, by taking strong limits, 
E=~-%, F=xFn, v=c v,. 
Then V is a partial isometry: V* V= E, VV* = F+ Q = SES* + I- SS*. 
Let U be the unitary, 
U= V+S(Z-E). 
It remains to show that /iA - UII 6 1 + CC, which we do by showing 
11 U*A -III < 1 + CC Set E:, = G, -E,,, so 
E,+E:,=G,=E(a+v,+,,cc+v,], each n, 
and set 
Pj= 1 Gn, P=c Pi= E(a, a+~,]. 
neA, .i 
Then Pj reduces IAl and we can show Pj also reduces U*A = U*SI Al, each 
j. First we show Pj is invariant: for each positive integer n E Aj, E, = V,* V,, 
where SE,, S* = V,,, Vz , m = n + 2’ E Aj. Thus 
U*SE,=(V*+(Z-E)S*)SE, 
= V*SE, 
= V*(SE,S*) SE, 
= V* V, V; SE,, 
= E,,, V;SE,,, 
U*SE:, = (V* + (Z-E) S*) SE, 
= V*SE:, + (Z-E) S*SE:, 
= V*S(Z- E) E:, + E:, 
=E;, 
so Pi is invariant for U*S, each j. Also each I- Pj is invariant: 
I-Pj=Cm+j P, + (Z-P) where each P, is invariant, and also Z-P is 
invariant: 
U*S(Z- P) = U*S(Z- E)(Z- P) 
= (V* + (I- E)S*) S(Z- E)(Z- P) 
=I-P. 
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On the I- P reducing summand of U*A -Z, we have 
(U*A - Z)(Z- P) = (U*SIAJ - Z)(Z- P) 
= (U*S(Z- P) IAl - Z)(Z- P) 
= (IAl -W-P), 
where 11 IAl -III < 1 + CC. 
On each Pi reducing summand, U*A -Z has a matrix form exactly like 
that displayed in Fig. 2 of the proof of Theorem 1.3 (with subscripts 
1,2, 3... replaced by the sequence Aj, and the sequence {vn} replaced by 
the CLL,~,~ which is a termwise not larger subsequence). Thus the proof 
that II( U*A -I) Pjll < 1 + a can be completed just as the proof of 
Theorem 1.3. The proof of Theorem 4.5 is finished. 
We summarize the results of this section with the following: 
THEOREM 4.6. Zf A E SX? has zero index in d, then A has a unitary 
approximant in d. Zf A has nonzero index in &, then A has a unitary 
approximant in d if and only if dist(A, 92) > 1; equivalently, if and only if A 
is not a limit of invertible elements of d. 
Note added in proof The distance of an arbitrary operator to the invertible group of 
B(X) was calculated by Richard Bouldin in “The essential minimum modulus,” Indiana Cl. 
Math. J. 4 (1981), 513-517. This is a special case of our Theorem 2.2. 
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